IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

To Office  Bridges and Structures          Date  October 1, 2014
Attention  All Employees                  Ref No.  521.1
From      Gary Novey                      
Office     Bridges and Structures          
Subject   Revision of the English RS40-10 Standards listed below.  
          (CADD M0402)                     

Electronic copies are available in the following Office of Bridges and Structures  
standard directory  W:\Highway\Bridge\Standards\Bridges  and on the Internet:

   http://www.iowadot.gov/bridge/standard.htm

The following RS40-10 Series Standards are revised.

Standards RS40-007-10 thru RS40-016-10 are revised. The referral to working Standard  
5251 is now titled GENERAL INFORMATION instead of BRIDGE ESTIMATED  
QUANTITIES.

Standards RS40-017-10 and RS40-018-10 are revised.
   1. Note for the Beam Camber and Theoretical Concrete Haunch was changed to  
delete the SEE MISC. DETAILS WORK SHEET NO. _____ statement. This  
statement now reads SEE MISC. DETAILS WORK SHEET.
   2. Note for the DRAIN DETAIL NOTE was changed to refer to the “GENERAL  
INFORMATION” sheet instead of the “SITUATION PLAN” sheet.

For any questions, please check with Stuart Nielsen.
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